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In his discerning study of the haqlqa-majäz dichotomy Heinrichs observed that the seemingly natural opposition between these two terms was not always the case.1 Moreover, he showed that the technical meaning of the term majäz revealed that it had endured a distinct evolution of its own; its significance was further governed by whether it was used in linguistic or theological contexts. Heinrichs' research of this topic granted particular importance to the incisive observations of Ibn Taymiyya (661-728/1263-1328) in his Kitäb al-lmän.2 The focus of Ibn Taymiyya's study was the appropriateness of dividing speech on a literal contra non-literal axis, the corollary of which was an antithesis in the way words were understood. Ibn Taymiyya took the view that the division of speech on this basis represented an insidious attempt to undermine the literal language of scripture and thereby pursue a preconceived theological bent. Ibn Taymiyya therefore set out to place the concept of majäz within an elaborate framework, showing from an historical perspective that the term majäz could not be linked to a developed conception of metaphor or figurative language. However, in order to achieve such an objective Ibn Taymiyya had to dispel the 'myth' that a developed notion of majäz was pre-eminently accepted by the earliest generations of scholars. Furthermore, he had to disprove that it was an irrefutable feature of the Arabic language, criticising the theoretical apparatus used to buttress its relevance to language. It was in these contexts that the doctrines associated with the revelationist nature of language's origin {tawqlf al-lugha), the conventionalist perspective (istiläh), and the concept of majäz were destined to cross paths. It was Ibn Taymiyya who astutely linked the three motifs, although ultimately he had to sacrifice the concept of tawqlf al-lugha. Ibn Taymiyya reported that the work of Abu 
